PFS Policy Review Worksheet
Campus Policies about Student Alcohol or Drug Use
Complete the following questionnaires by referring to the specific language in the policies you
gathered related to substance use.

Campus policies about student alcohol or drug use
Consider all policies on your campus that pertain to students and their possession or use of the
following substances: alcohol, drugs in general, marijuana specifically, and/or vaping. Also,
consider all policies on your campus that pertain to students in general or in specific contexts,
such as residential housing, campus events, or off-campus incidents.
For each of the policies on your campus pertaining to students and substance use (including
each of the substances and circumstances listed above), complete the following questions.
Name of Policy: _____________________________________________________________________
1. What substance(s) does this policy include:
 Alcohol
 Drugs in general
 Marijuana specifically
 Medicinal cannabis specifically
 Vaping specifically
2. What circumstances does this policy include:
 All students or students in general
 Students in athletics specifically
 Students in residential housing (owned by the school or an outside agency) specifically
 Students at campus events specifically
 Students in the Greek system (i.e., fraternities or sororities) specifically
 Students off-campus specifically
3. In what circumstances would a student be violating the policy?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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4. What are the consequences included in the policy, if any, for a violation?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
a. Does this policy include progressive sanctioning (i.e., consequences that increase with subsequent
violations)?
 Yes
 No
b. Does this policy include notification of parents for violations?

 Yes

 No

5. How is this policy shared with students? (check all that apply)
 Shared along with other policies in writing (such as online or in a student handbook)
 Shared along with other policies verbally (such as in a training or orientation)
 Shared separately or specifically in writing (such as a handout or flyer focused on this policy)
 Shared separately or specifically verbally (such as in a topic-specific training or presentation)
 Not usually shared
6. How does this policy compare to other substance use policies on your campus or in the MNSCU

system (if your school is part of that system)?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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